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What is SmartPatch? 
Smartpatch is a highly advanced overlay system that allows 
network managers the opportunity to have real time visibility of 
network connectivity and utilisation. The system provides simple 
and controlled management and recording of common network 
changes such as those forced by office moves and terminal 
additions. referred to as an Intelligent Infrastructure Management 
System (IIMS), Smartpatch also gives multi-site businesses the tools 
to effectively monitor and manage all sites from a central location.

Network Management Challenges 
In today’s world of high speed connectivity the importance of 
100% availability of IT services is widely recognized as business 
critical. The introduction of best practice standards for IT Service 
Management has set the benchmark as IT Infrastructure library 
(ITIl). ITIl has been adopted as the basis for ISO 20000 the global 
standard for IT Service Management.

At the core of an IT Service Management framework are the 
configuration, change and incident management processes.  
The accuracy and quality of the information contained within the 
main configuration management database (CMDb) is critical in 
ensuring the effectiveness, efficiency and quality of all associated 
IT Service Management processes.

Traditionally, configuration management is the most difficult 
discipline to implement due to the manual effort needed to 
maintain accurate records of the constant changes to the IT 
infrastructure using basic and disparate tools. The management 
of changes to the CMDb is also highly critical, as service delivery 
managers must know the exact implications of carrying out any 
changes before they take place. As stated by a spokesperson of the 
british Computing Society, “How can you manage IT services if you 
don’t know what equipment you have, where it is located, how it is 
connected, and the impact of changing it?”

Creating such systems and processes based upon a traditionally 
managed cabling infrastructure is an almost impossible task.  
The connectivity and asset information contained within manually 
maintained, traditional tools and documentation processes, is 
inevitably inaccurate, outdated and therefore cannot be safely 
incorporated into a robust CMDb. This creates a large degree 
of uncertainty concerning the physical location and associated 
connectivity of network devices, services and service paths or 
routes. This severely limits the speed of hardware deployment and 
the quality of IT Service Management, and is therefore a major 
barrier to successful ITIl adoption.

The Solution 
by adopting Intelligent Infrastructure Management tools as a key 
part of an IT Service Management strategy, IT Managers can create 
an infrastructure platform capable of addressing these problems. 
The ultimate goal is the provision of a 100% accurate, real-time, 
trusted source of connectivity and asset information that can be 
incorporated within the core CMDb, and that can be utilised to 
enhance all associated IT service management tools and processes.

Any physical additions or changes to the network configuration 
are quickly and accurately planned and executed before being 
automatically updated and reflected across all management 
processes, thereby optimising process efficiency and aiding 
communication and co-ordination between work-streams. 
unauthorised events and incidents affecting the infrastructure 
can be instantaneously identified and forwarded to the appropriate 
service management tool or team for rectification

The most significant benefits of the system may be summarised as:

•  Reduced Cost and Increased Effectiveness of IT Operations

•  A Platform for High Availability Network Management Services

•  Improved Customer Responsiveness

•  Improved Information Quality

•  Enhanced Physical Security

A trusted voice in a world of confusion 

brand-rex has developed the enviable position of being europe’s premier, home based provider of 

‘best in class’ communication infrastructure solutions. This position has been gained through a core 

philosophy of delivering maximum performance through design excellence. With a reputation as one of the 

most respected expert voices within the technical community, brand-rex has built a business and product 

ethos around trust. A high level of knowledge, experience and integrity, developed during three decades of 

networking deployment, allows brand-rex to consistently deliver first class solutions and a first class service 

to customers.
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Intelligent Infrastructure Management in the office 
and in the datacentre 
Within the datacentre, sufficient space, power and cooling capacity 
must be allocated to accommodate new application servers. 
planning of multiple cable routes is the most time consuming 
element of the commissioning process and one that is highly 
susceptible to error. This also extends into the standard office 
environment. Commissioning a new, or moving an existing, 
workstation requires significant time and resources to effectively 
route the required services to the appropriate desktop location.

prior to the introduction of IIM, the planning of service routing 
and the subsequent creation of the resulting work orders was a 
long and complex manual process. Adopting and IIM solution can 
allow IT managers to simultaneously manage power, cooling and 
environmental management applications along with space and 
weight capacities to optimise the process of designing changes.

SmartPatch – the smart choice 
Smartpatch is the market leading IIM solution. It provides an auto-
routing capability within its work order management function 
that automatically designs routes for the required services to the 
necessary location via the most efficient and effective cable links 
available. The work orders required to execute the activity are 
systematically created, issued and managed by the Smartpatch 
system. Any actions that do not adhere 100% to the work order are 
instantaneously identified and rectified if required.

utilising Smartpatch to automatically provision services within 
a standard office environment could improve change efficiency 
(and hence reduce cost) by 40% or more. Within the datacentre IIM 
has been proven to reduce server service provisioning times by up 
to 80% whilst simultaneously reducing the number of incidents 
caused by poorly executed change. If incidents occur Smartpatch 
can dramatically reduce mean time to resolution (MTTr) by 
up to 40%.

Successful adoption of IT Service Management is critically 
dependant on a trusted source of documentation. 
Many organisations currently rely on tribal knowledge and / or 
numerous sets of spreadsheets, diagrams, whiteboards, post-it 
notes and the memory of long-serving individuals to document 
the elements of their physical infrastructure. These methods are 
no longer acceptable means of managing the IT infrastructure for 
those organisations that are serious about IT service management.

Principles of Operation 
Smartpatch uses a combination of software and hardware to 
monitor and manage physical network connections. A topology 
of scanners and intelligent patch panels, send and receive 
connectivity updates into the Smartpatch for the enterprise (Sp4e) 
software application, providing real-time data and automatically 
updated records. The software element of Smartpatch not only 
allows the monitoring and management of physical connectivity, 
the availability of a fully developed SDK means that the benefits 
of accurate, real time information can also be integrated into most 
commonly available network, facilities, configuration and helpdesk 
management applications.

First Class Support and Customer Service 
Smartpatch is delivered through a select network of approved 
partners, trained by brand-rex to install and commission the 
hardware and software components of the system. partners 
are accredited to one of three levels depending on their core 
competences, including hardware-only partners, software 
commissioning partners and full system providers. Training is also 
delivered by brand-rex to potential clients, with the flexibility of 
location between one of our global offices or using the client’s 
own facilities. Additional support services including software and 
hardware maintenance contracts, system design and customisation 
can also be tailored to suit individual needs. Our philosophy 
on training and technical support is that we will work with our 
partners or directly with the client to ensure that the system is fully 
operational and to assist in ensuring that Smartpatch is effectively 
implemented and used to maximum benefit.

Tried and tested – safe in the hands of the market leader 
Whilst IIM is still regarded by some as an emerging technology 
suited to the needs of certain clients and environments, there is 
no doubt that it will continue to grow. A number of customers 
in europe and beyond have already enhanced their brand-rex 
infrastructures with Smartpatch in diverse sectors including 
finance, national and local government bodies, medical research, 
sports stadia and further education. To date, over 3 million ports 
worldwide are managed by this technology, equating to over half 
the market in terms of share by both volume and value.
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SPMax Master collects and transmits connectivity information between 
scanners and the application. It can control multiple comms rooms, 
includes an SNMP agent and manages the scanning algorithm.

SPMax Expander is used to multiply the capacity of a master allowing upto eight 
scanners to communicate with a single master port. expanders may be stacked to 
allow further expansion.

SPMax Master Expander is used as the primary point of communication between 
the application and a single, large comms room such as a datacentre and may be 
connected to further expanders.

SPMax Scanners connect directly to the copper and fibre patch panels and report 
either directly to a Master or via expansion. Scanners monitor upto 24 panels and Mini 
Scanners upto 12 panels.

SPMax Local Scanner is designed to monitor small groups of panels, usually in remote 
locations. It monitors upto 6 panels and can communicate directly to the application 
via its LAN port.

SPMax Indicator Controller controls the rack Indicators (lights) on upto eight racks. It 
is connected to the Smartpatch system via an expander port.

SPMax Security Controller controls up to eight Indicators and also has the capacity to 
control and monitor external devices and sensors, upto a total of 32 devices.

SMArTPATCh PrOduCT rANgE

Scanning hardware 
A group of components designed to capture physical connectivity information from the patch panels and feed it into the Sp4e application 
and to communicate patching guidance information from the application to the panels. All units are 19” and 1u high offering a robust, 
compact, high density scanning topology solution, with very low power requirements and thermal output. This system offers full 
scaleability from as few as 6 panels to massive comms rooms with no upper limit to the size of the patching zone.

 

SPMax Splitter is used to attach non SpMAX (ie older generation) panels to the new 
scanning hardware. ensuring full utilisation of the SpMax topology.

Scanner Attachment Cords 
Scanner connection cables are used to connect Smartpatch panels, (copper and 
fibre) to their scanner. Cords are available in both flat and round configurations in 
various lengths up to 12m. Cords are classified as Group A (26) pin or Group 2 x14 
pin (b) formats to suit the different panel layouts.

The variety of lengths available add flexibility to the design possibilities using 
Smartpatch panels, multiple panels in distributed racks may be monitored by a 
single scanner, allowing for simplified designs and reduced power requirements.

CONNECTIvITy COMPONENTS
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Copper Patch Panels 
Smart patch panels are fully compliant with the perfomance requirements of the 
latest Cat5e, Cat6 and Cat6A standards and are incorporated into the brand-rex 
25 year warranty scheme.

each panel is equipped with extra pins, circuitry, leD’s and scanner connectors 
to allow the monitoring and recording of patching status. This information is 
communicated back to the server via scanner attachment cords to the scanner 
system and onto the LAN. The LEDs above each port are used to trace connectivity 
or to offer patching guidance to the engineer.

Note - When ordering panels it is important to note the type of scanner attachment cord required.

Copper Patch Cords 
Smart patch cords are designed specifically for use with Smart panels.  
They comprise a flexible 9 wire cable construction terminated on 10 position rJ-45 
plugs at each end. The additional wire and pins, located outside the standard 8 
pins, are used to detect the patching position of the cord.

Cords for the snap-in or retrofit solutions also utilise an external blade in addition 
to the 9th pin to make contact with the smart tabs on the panel.

Fibre Patch Panels 
Smart patch panels are fully compliant with the perfomance requirements 
of the latest standards and are incorporated into the brand-rex 25 year 
warranty scheme.

each panel is equipped with extra pins, circuitry, leD’s and scanner connectors 
to allow the monitoring and recording of patching status. This information is 
communicated back to the server via scanner attachment cords to the scanner 
system and onto the LAN. The LEDs above each port are used to trace connectivity 
or to offer patching guidance to the engineer.

Note - When ordering panels it is important to note the type of scanner attachment cord required

Fibre Patch Cords 
Smartpatch SC, MT-rJ and lC patch cords are designed for use on Smartpatch 
installations. They comprise, in all variants, two tight buffer fibres and an 
additional 26 AWG copper wire housed within a common outer jacket. patch cords 
are available in OM1 and OM3 multi-mode and single-mode variants. both ends 
are terminated with a high performance hybrid connector comprising of an SC 
duplex, lC duplex or MT-rJ fibre optic connector and a spring-loaded electrical 
contact housed within a common plastic shell.
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System Software

SmartPatch for the Enterprise (SP4E) v5.0 
Smartpatch for the enterprise (Sp4e) is a web-based intelligent 
infrastructure management software package. It is designed to 
bring a traditionally inert network infrastructure under control and 
align it to other processes within the IT function, particularly in 
terms of history and accountability. It does this by providing real-
time end-to-end physical connectivity information and making it 
possible to monitor and maintain a database of the IT infrastructure 
from any remote location. Sp4e allows the enterprise to automate 
network documentation and maintenance procedures whilst 
constantly providing real-time updates to the database.

how does it Work? 
SP4E is based on a Client/Server application on top of an SQL 
relational database and works in combination via standard SNMP 
with a network topology of intelligent hardware (SpMax and patch 
panels) in order to control, map and monitor both the physical layer 
and active LAN equipment.

 
 

 
 
Sp4e also features a unique end-to-end system called p-leT 
(Proactive LAN Equipment Topology) that tracks network 
connectivity from the Terminal equipment (pCs, Ip phones, printers 
etc.) through the connecting hardware, to the Network Equipment 
(LAN switches, PBXs, hubs etc).The System Administrator is provided 
with a real-time view of the physical layer, including a combined 
view of the horizontal and vertical sub-systems. A combination 
of graphics and real-time information assist the Administrator in 
making critical decisions about Moves, Adds and Changes (MACs) in 
the enterprise. These decisions are made for the daily maintenance 
of the system, network troubleshooting and documentation 
procedures. Sp4e updates the network database to reflect the MAC 
and Ip details of network devices, as well as their physical location 
in the network.

One of the most significant developments of the Sp4e application 
is the provisioning module. This module allows users to implement 
individual MACs, departmental reorganisations or even server 
deployments simply and efficiently whilst adhering to user defined 
policies with simple drag & drop operations.

recommended

Windows 2003 Server, Service pack 1

2 Gb 

Intel® pentium® 4 processor, 3.4GHz with Hyper-Threading Technology

50 Gb (Installation + Database)

1280 X 1024 resolution at 32 bit color

100/1000 Network Interface Card (NIC)

MS SQL Server 2005 Standard/Enterprise Edition for MS Windows 2003. Latest version Internet Explorer with current 

service packs applied. IIS 6 & MSMQ 3 installed. Server Crystal Reports 11 (for report centre)

recommended

MS Windows 2000/Xp Service pack 2

1 Gb 

Intel® pentium® processor, >1.0GHz 

latest version Internet explorer with current service packs applied

Operating System

Memory

processor

free Disk Space

Display

Networking 

Additional Software

Client

Operating System

Memory

processor

Additional Software

Server

SOFTWArE COMPONENTS 
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Scanner Sockets

1 x b

1 x b

1 X A

1 X A

1 X A

1 X A

1 X A

-

-

-

-

-

-

Part No

SpMXMAS4

SpMXMeX

SpMXeXp

SpMXSCA

SPMXMINSCA

SpMXlOCSCA

SpMXSpl

SpSplACu002

SpMXSeC

SpMXIC

SpMXrI

SpMXCp

Part No

SpAACA015

SpAACA025

SpAACb015

SpAACb025

SpAACA015rD

SpAACA025rD

SpAACA060rD

SpAACA120rD

SpAACb015rD

SpAACb025rD

SpAACb040rD

SpAACb060rD

SpAACb120rD

Part No

SP5PNLU24012

SP5PNLU48012

P6PNLU240U2F-14

P6PNLU48012F-14

 SPA6PNLU24012

SP6PNLF240U2-14

SPA6PNLS240K2

SPMMCPNLX24S

SPV110PNL24-14

SPV110PNL48-14

SpV110Wb100prl

SpV110Cb4pr

Scanner Sockets

1 x A

4 x b

1 x b

2 x b

1 x b

1 x b

1 x b

1 x b

1 x b

2 x b

-

-

Smartpatch SpMax Master 4 ports

Smartpatch SpMax Master expander

Smartpatch SpMax expander

Smartpatch SpMax Scanner

Smartpatch SpMax Mini Scanner

Smartpatch SpMax local Scanner

Smartpatch SpMax Splitter

Splitter Attachment Cord, uTp 0.2m

Smartpatch SpMax Security Controller

Smartpatch SpMax Indicator Controller

Smartpatch rack Indicator

SpMax Control pad

Attachment cords 1.5 metre flat, Group A

Attachment cords 2.5 metre flat, Group A

Attachment cords 1.5 metre flat, Group b

Attachment cords 2.5 metre flat, Group b

Attachment cord 1.5m round Group A

Attachment cord 2.5m round Group A

Attachment cord 6m round Group A

Attachment cord 12m round Group A

Attachment cord 1.5m round Group b

Attachment cord 2.5m round Group b

Attachment cord 4m round Group b

Attachment cord 6m round Group b

Attachment cord 12m round Group b

uTP Panels Cat5e

Smartpatch 24 port uTp Cat 5e panel

Smartpatch 48 port uTp Cat 5e panel 1u

uTP Panels Cat6

Smartpatch 24 port uTp Cat 6 panel w. retention fixture SpMax

Smartpatch 48 port uTp Cat 6 panel 1u w. retention fixture SpMax

uTP Panels Cat6A

Smartpatch 24 port uTp Cat 6 A panel w. retention fixture SpMax

STP Panels Cat6

Smartpatch 24 port STp Cat 6 panel SpMax

STP Panels Cat6A

Smartpatch 24 port STp Cat 6 A panel w. retention fixture SpMax

Snap-In Panels

Smartpatch 1u SIJ panel with management (staggered)

110 voice Blocks

Smartpatch Voice block 110, 24, SpMax

Smartpatch Voice block 110, 48, SpMax

Smartpatch 110 Wiring block,100 pair with legs

Smartpatch 110 Connector block, 4 pairs

SPMax hardware Scanner Cords

Copper Patch Panels

Part No

fppCM1MM48lC2

pfppCM1SM48lC2

fppCM1MM48MJ2

ppCM1MM48MJ2C

ppCM1SMA48DC2

pfppCM1SM48DC2

ppCM1SMA48DC2

SpAfOCrr48

SpAfOCGK01

SpAfOCep01

SpAfOSCK12

SpAfOSCe12

SpAfOpSH06

LC Fibre Panels

Smart 48 fibre lC (MM) patch panel c/w adapters SpMax

Smart 48 fibre lC (SM) patch panel c/w adapters SpMax

MT-rJ Fibre Panels

Smart 48 fibre MT-rJ (MM) enclosure

Smart 48 fibre MT-rJ (MM) enclosure + cover

SC Fibre Panels

Smart 48 fibre duplex SC panel (MM) 

Smart 48 fibre duplex SC panel SM (pC) 

Smart 48 fibre duplex SC panel SM (ApC) 

Fibre Accessories

Cable routing ring Kit (up to 48 fibres)

Cable Ground Kit

Cable entry panel Kit

Splice Cassette Kit (up to 16 fibres)

Splice Cassette expander Kit (up to 16 fibres)

protection Sleeve Holder

Fibre Patch Panels

SMArTPATCh PrOduCT PArT NuMBErS

For more information please visit www.brand-rex.com or email marketing@brand-rex.com
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Part No

Sp6pCu010400H

Sp6pCu015400H

Sp6pCu020400H

Sp6pCu025400H

Sp6pCu030400H

Sp6pCu050400H

Sp6pCu075400H

Sp6pCu100400H

 

SpA6pCu020400H

SpA6pCu030400H

SpA6pCu050400H

 

Sp6pCS010400H

Sp6pCS015400H

Sp6pCS020400H

Sp6pCS030400H

Sp6pCS050400H

 

SpA6pCS020400H

SpA6pCS030400H

SpA6pCS050400H

pA6pCu010400Hr

pA6pCu020400Hr

pA6pCu030400Hr

pA6pCu050400Hr

pA6pCu070400Hr

pA6pCu100400Hr

 

p1V1010pC010400

p1V1010pC020400

p1V1010pC030400

p1V1010pC050400

p2V1010pC010400

p2V1010pC020400

p2V1010pC030400

p2V1010pC050400

p1V10rJpC020400

p1V10rJpC030400

p1V10rJpC050400

p2V10rJpC020400

p2V10rJpC030400

p2V10rJpC050400

Part No

pfpClC009010lC2

pfpClC009020lC2

pfpClC009030lC2

pfpClC009050lC2

fpClCOM3010lC2

fpClCOM3020lC2

fpClCOM3030lC2

fpClCOM3050lC2

pfpClC062010lC2

pfpClC062020lC2

pfpClC062030lC2

pfpClC062050lC2

fpCMJ062010MJ2

fpCMJ062020MJ2

fpCMJ062030MJ2

fpCMJ062050MJ2

fpCMJOM3010MJ2

fpCMJOM3020MJ2

fpCMJOM3030MJ2

fpCMJOM3050MJ2

pfpCMJSM010MJ2

pfpCMJSM020MJ2

pfpCMJSM030MJ2

pfpCMJSM050MJ2

pfpCSCSM010SC2

pfpCSCSM020SC2

pfpCSCSM030SC2

pfpCSCSM050SC2

pfpCSC062010SC2

pfpCSC062020SC2

pfpCSC062030SC2

pfpCSC062050SC2

fpCSCOM3010SC2

fpCSCOM3020SC2

fpCSCOM3030SC2

fpCSCOM3050SC2

uTP Patchcords Cat6

Smartpatch Cat6 uTp patchcord 1.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 uTp patchcord 1.5m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 uTp patchcord 2.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 uTp patchcord 2.5m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 uTp patchcord 3.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 uTp patchcord 5.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 uTp patchcord 7.5m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 uTp patchcord 10.0m Hffr

uTP Patchcords Cat6A

Smartpatch Cat6A uTp patchcord 2.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6A uTp patchcord 3.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6A uTp patchcord 5.0m Hffr

STP Patchcords Cat6

Smartpatch Cat6 STp patchcord 1.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 STp patchcord 1.5m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 STp patchcord 2.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 STp patchcord 3.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6 STp patchcord 5.0m Hffr

STP Patchcords Cat6A

Smartpatch Cat6ASTp patchcord 2.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6ASTp patchcord 3.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6ASTp patchcord 5.0m Hffr

retrofit (Snap-in) Patchcords Cat6A

Smartpatch Cat6A retrofit patchcord 1.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6A retrofit patchcord 2.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6A retrofit patchcord 3.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6A retrofit patchcord 5.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6A retrofit patchcord 7.0m Hffr

Smartpatch Cat6A retrofit patchcord 10.0m Hffr

110 Cross-Connect Cords

Smartpatch 110 - 110, 1 pair cord 1.0m

Smartpatch 110 - 110, 1 pair cord 2.0m

Smartpatch 110 - 110, 1 pair cord 3.0m

Smartpatch 110 - 110, 1 pair cord 5.0m

Smartpatch 110 - 110, 2 pair cord 1.0m

Smartpatch 110 - 110, 2 pair cord 2.0m

Smartpatch 110 - 110, 2 pair cord 3.0m

Smartpatch 110 - 110, 2 pair cord 5.0m

Smartpatch 110 - rJ-45, 1 pair cord 2.0m

Smartpatch 110 - rJ-45, 1 pair cord 3.0m

Smartpatch 110 - rJ-45, 1 pair cord 5.0m

Smartpatch 110 - rJ-45, 2 pair cord 2.0m

Smartpatch 110 - rJ-45, 2 pair cord 3.0m

Smartpatch 110 - rJ-45, 2 pair cord 5.0m

LC Patchcords

Smart fibre patchcord lC (SM) 1.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (SM) 2.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (SM) 3.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (SM) 5.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (OM3) 1.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (OM3) 2.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (OM3) 3.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (OM3) 5.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (62.5) 1.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (62.5) 2.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (62.5) 3.0m

Smart fibre patchcord lC (62.5) 5.0m 

MT-rJ Patchcords

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (62.5) 1.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (62.5) 2.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (62.5) 3.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (62.5) 5.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (OM3) 1.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (OM3) 2.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (OM3) 3.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (OM3) 5.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (SM) 1.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (SM) 2.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (SM) 3.0m

Smart fibre patchcord MT-rJ (SM) 5.0m 

SC Patchcords

Smart fibre patchcord SC (SM) 1.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (SM) 2.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (SM) 3.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (SM) 5.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (62.5) 1.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (62.5) 2.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (62.5) 3.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (62.5) 5.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (OM3) 1.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (OM3) 2.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (OM3) 3.0m

Smart fibre patchcord SC (OM3) 5.0m

Copper Patch Cords Fibre Patch Cords

For more information please visit www.brand-rex.com or email marketing@brand-rex.com
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Packages

 Sp4e Core 

 Sp4e Standard 

 Sp4e Advanced 

 Sp4e plus 

Modules

 Sp4e Discovery Module 

 Sp4e provisioning Module 

 Sp4e pbX Module 

 Sp4e Cable Test results Module 

 Sp4e SDK runtime 

Offline Ports

 Sp4e Core Offline ports 

 Sp4e Standard Offline ports 

 Sp4e Advanced Offline ports 

 Sp4e plus Offline ports 

Additional Online Ports

 Sp4e Core Additional Online ports 

 Sp4e Standard Additional Online ports 

 Sp4e Advanced Additional Online ports 

 Sp4e plus Additional Online ports 

upgrade

 upgrade from 4.X to Sp4e 5.0 Standard 

 upgrade from 3.X to Sp4e 5.0 Standard 

demo License

Demo Software license - 

report Center License

report Center - Additional user

SiteBuilder License

Sitebuilder Inventory editor Module 2.5

Sitebuilder links & Work Order editor Module 2.5

Switch driver

Sp4e Customization for a new switch driver

dashboard

Dashboard 2.2 - user

SitePro License

Sitepro 1.4 - user

CAd Module

Sp4e 5.0 - CAD Module license (Without Autodesk MapGuide)

upgrade - CAD Module from Sp4e Version 4.x to Version 5.0

3rd Party Software

Microsoft SQL 2005 (Including Media Package and License)

Crystal reports 11 (Including Media package and license)

Autodesk MapGuide 6.5 only (Including Media package and license)

Autodesk MapGuide upgrade to 6.5

SdK developer

SDK Developer

Software Support Agreement

basic Software Support Agreement

premium Software Support Agreement

SPASUNLPV5COR

SPASUNLPV5STD

SPASUNLPV5ADV

SPASUNLPV5PLS

 

SpASpleT5

SpASprOV5

SpASpbX5

SpASTeST5

SpASSDKrT5

 

SpASApOffCOr5

SpASApOffSTD5

SpASApOffADV5

SpASApOffplS5

 

SPASAPONCOR5

SPASAPONSTD5

SPASAPONADV5

SPASAPONPLS5

 

SpASuG4-500STD

SpASuG3-500STD

 

SpASDeMO5

 

SpASrpTCr

 

SPASSBLDINV

SpASSblDlWO

 

SpASCuSTDpV5

 

SpASDASH2-2

 

SpASSprO14

 

SpASCADV5

SpASCADuG4-500

 

SPASMSSQL2005

SpASCrYST11

SpASMApG65

SpASMApGuG-65

 

SpASSDKDeV

 

SSAUPDUNL

SSAUPGUNL

For more information please visit www.brand-rex.com or email marketing@brand-rex.com

To match client requirements, Sp4e is now available in 4 standard 
packages which may be enhanced with any of a range of 
additional modules.

Contents of each of the packages are as follows:

Core 
Sp4e + report Centre (1)

Standard 
Sp4e + report Centre (1) + Discovery Module

Advanced 
Sp4e + report Centre (1) + Discovery Module + provisioning Module 
+ Site pro (1) + CAD Module

Plus 
Sp4e + report Centre (5) + Discovery Module + provisioning Module 
+ Site pro (5) + CAD Module + Dashboard (5) + Site builder

OPTIONAL MOduLES 
Provisioning Module – enables a user to assign system resources 
and privileges in a fully automated environment. Significantly 
improves the planning and provisioning process, including 
automated Moves Adds & Changes (MAC), for datacentre and 
workspaceenvironments. The module also enables users to 
incorporate their proprietary rules.

CAd Module – compatible with Autodesk MapGuide Server Version 
6.5 and allows user to manage Smartpatch inventory items on a 
location map using standard (GIS) operations.

Sp4e offline ports can be purchased enabling a user to manage the 
company’s infrastructure for the parts of the organization where 
Smart Cabling System is not installed.

report Centre – Can be ordered for additional users.

PBX Module – takes the information acquired from the pbX ports 
and maps the end-to-end connectivity between the pbX switch port 
and the telephone end device.

Cable Test results Module – contains data for link and channel 
electrical cable tests foreach port. Includes an option to view results 
using a pDf/flW viewer.

SitePro - Offers the ability to access Sp4e information at the rack 
via pDA.

SdK developer – enables developers to integrateSp4e into 3rd party 
or legacy applications.

SdK runtime – enables customers to extend Sp4e’s capabilities 
throughout their organization by integrating it with 3rd party or 
legacy applications.

SiteBuilder – an excel based utility that offers an alternative way 
of uploading large amounts of Sp4e related information onto the 
Sp4e database.

Additional Ports / upgrades 
The modular nature of the application means that it can be simply 
upgraded to the latest version and can easily be scaled up to reflect 
the changing size of the network.

Software Support 
Support contracts are available in both update and upgrade 
versions, offering in addition to helpline and troubleshooting, free 
fixes, enhancements updates and/or version upgrades.

Software
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